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Abstract

We present Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS) and Plasma Sheet (HPS) observations during Parker Solar Probe’s (PSP) first orbit around the Sun. We focus on the eight intervals that display a true sector boundary (TSB; based on suprathermal electron pitch angle distributions) with one or several associated current sheets. The analysis shows that (1) the main density enhancements in the vicinity of the TSB and HCS are typically associated with electron strahl dropouts, implying magnetic disconnection from the Sun, (2) the density enhancements are just about twice that in the surrounding regions, suggesting mixing of plasmas from each side of the HCS, (3) the velocity changes at the main boundaries are either correlated or anticorrelated with magnetic field changes, consistent with magnetic reconnection, (4) there often exists a layer of disconnected magnetic field just outside the high-density regions, in agreement with a reconnected topology, (5) while a few cases consist of short-lived density and velocity changes, compatible with short-duration reconnection exhausts, most events are much longer and show the presence of flux ropes interleaved with higher-β regions. These findings are
consistent with the transient release of density blobs and flux ropes through sequential
magnetic reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer. The data also demonstrate that,
at least during PSP’s first orbit, the only structure that may be defined as the HPS is the
density structure that results from magnetic reconnection, and its by-products, likely
released near the tip of the helmet streamer.

1. Introduction

The fast solar wind is known to come from open solar magnetic field regions in coronal
holes (e.g., Cranmer 2009), while the source of the slow solar wind is less clear (e.g., Fisk
2017). The heliospheric current sheet (HCS) is embedded in the slow solar wind. It is
defined as the current sheet that extends into the heliosphere from the tip of the closed
coronal magnetic field of the helmet streamer, and separates regions that connect
magnetically to the two hemispheres of the Sun (e.g. Gosling et al. 1981). The location
where the strahl, a suprathermal electron population permanently emitted outward from
the Sun, switches from propagating parallel to anti-parallel (or vice-versa) along magnetic
field lines in each hemisphere is called the true sector boundary (TSB, e.g., Kahler & Lin,
1994, 1995, Szabo et al., 1999). Whilst in principle the HCS and TSB should be collocated,
often they are not, likely as the result of interchange reconnection between open and
closed field lines near the helmet streamer (e.g., Crooker et al., 2004, Huang et al., 2016).
Sometimes the term HCS is used in a broader sense and embeds both the TSB and the one,
or several, current sheets sustaining the radial magnetic field change near the TSB. Finally,
the heliospheric plasma sheet (HPS) is a high density and high-β region that typically
surrounds the HCS, but its origin and properties are still debated (e.g., Burlaga et al. 1990,
al., 1998, 2000, Liu et al. 2014) (β is the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressures).

Early remote-sensing observations revealed the transient release of density blobs
from the tip of the helmet streamer (Sheeley et al. 1997). Since then, remote sensing and
in situ observations have aimed to characterize the density enhancements, and their sub-
structure, including their possible relation to magnetic flux ropes and solar wind type
(Kasper et al. 2007, 2012, Rouillard et al., 2010a,b, Viall et al., 2010, Viall & Vourlidas,
2015, Kepko et al. 2016, Huang et al., 2017, Sanchez-Diaz et al. 2017a,b, Di Matteo et al.,
2019). The relation between blobs and flux ropes was in particular supported by the
inward plasma motions observed in association with the outward release of large blobs
in remote-sensing observations (Sanchez-Diaz et al. 2017a,b). It is on this basis, and by
comparing in situ data at 1 AU and 0.35 AU, that Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2019) proposed a
model for the sequential release of flux ropes by magnetic reconnection at the tip of the
helmet streamer (cf. section 4 for more details). The release of flux ropes near the tip of
the helmet streamer is also supported by global modeling (Higginson & Lynch 2018), as
well as laboratory experiments (Peterson et al. 2019).
The purpose of the present paper is to refine the model of Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2019), including the description and nature of the HPS, on the basis of the new Parker Solar Probe (PSP; Fox et al. (2016)) data acquired during its first orbit around the Sun. This study is also a follow-on to that by Szabo et al. (2020), who recently investigated the same set of HCS crossings by PSP, but who mainly focused on the differences between PSP measurements in the inner heliosphere and Wind at 1 AU. They concluded in particular that the small structures (blobs and flux ropes) observed near the HCS evolve significantly as they travel from the corona to 1 AU, changing both in size and plasma properties.

2. PSP instruments and first orbit modelling

PSP was launched in August 2018 into a highly elliptical orbit around the Sun. The first PSP orbit already came closer to the Sun than any past mission, down to 0.165 AU. PSP comprises a set of in situ instruments that are used for the present study. We use particle data from the SWEAP (Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and Protons; Kasper et al. (2016)) instrument suite and magnetic field data from the FIELDS instrument suite (Bale et al. 2016). For SWEAP we show ion data (moments) from the Solar Probe Cup (SPC) (Case et al. 2020) and electron pitch angle distributions from the Solar Probe ANalyzers (SPANs) (Whittlesey et al. 2020). Electron pitch angles are calculated in the plasma frame using SPC velocity. We use RTN coordinates throughout the paper.

Figure 1a shows PSP orbit mapping to a distance of 5 solar radii (Rs) during its first orbit. The background color map shows the radial magnetic field (in Gauss) at 5 Rs, highlighting the expected location of the HCS (thick black line). The thin black line presents the PSP orbit mapping using a simple Parker spiral geometry while the colored points show that based on magnetic connection within the global coronal and heliospheric magnetohydrodynamics simulation of Réville et al. (2020) (note that PSP orbit goes from right to left). Figure 1b displays the magnetic footpoints of PSP on the photosphere in the global simulation, with the background color map corresponding to synthetic coronal UV emissions at 193 Å. The modeling uses as inner boundary conditions an ADAPT map derived from GONG magnetic field at the photosphere on 6 November 2018 at 12:00 UT. As already shown in Réville et al. (2020), and confirmed with other models (Bale et al. 2019, Réville et al. 2020, Szabo et al. 2020, Badman et al. 2020), global modelling for this period overall performs well, albeit sometimes with significant errors in the timing of HCS crossings.

3. PSP observations

3.1 Overview of orbit 1

Table 1 provides the list of all eight true sector boundaries (TSB), defined as the main periods when the directionality of 315 eV strahl electron pitch angle (PA) distribution
switches direction (from field-aligned at 0° PA to anti-field-aligned at 180°, or vice-versa).

We specifically searched for HCS and HPS signatures in the vicinity of the TSB because we want to make sure that the density signatures observed are not related to other structures (CME, stream interaction regions, etc.). By definition, the HCS and HPS are expected to exist near the TSB (e.g., Winterhalter et al. 1994; Crooker et al. 1996, 2004).

Figure 2 presents PSP in situ observations around its first perihelion between 27 October 2018 and 18 November 2018. Panels (a) and (b) show overall increases in magnetic field magnitude and density centered as expected around perihelion on 6 November 2018. The radial velocity component in panel (c) shows that PSP was primarily in the slow solar wind during the orbit, except after 15 November 2018 when significantly faster solar wind was measured. Of interest during this interval are the three TSBs crossings marked with vertical dashed lines. They are seen in panel (d) as a switch in the directionality of the 315 eV strahl electrons from field-aligned to anti-field-aligned or vice-versa. Figure 2 is zoomed in near perihelion for clarity, but a few other TSBs sampled during the first orbit are listed in Table 1. The three TSBs marked in Figure 2 are associated with both an HCS, which consists of a clear switch in the radial magnetic field component (black line in panel (a)) from sunward to anti-sunward or vice-versa, and an HPS, observed as significant density enhancements (panel (b)) in the vicinity of the TSB and HCS.

We also note a few probable partial crossings of the HCS and HPS during the first PSP orbit. A significant one, for example, is on 30 October 2018 as marked with a red arrow in Figure 2b. They are not listed in Table 1 because they are not associated with TSBs. Also, the density enhancements marked with black arrows on 31 October 2018 and 12 November 2018 correspond to the two main CMEs observed during the first orbit (Korreck et al. 2020, Nieves-Chinchilla et al. 2020, Zhao et al. 2020, Giacalone et al. 2020, Mitchell et al. 2020). These density structures are thus not considered here.

### 3.2 TSB, HCS and HPS during PSP first orbit

Figure 3 shows PSP observations for interval #4 in Table 1, on 28 October 2018, corresponding to the first vertical dashed line in Figure 2. The beginning of the interval corresponds to a “toward” sector with negative radial magnetic field (panel (d)) and antiparallel strahl electrons (panel (g)), while the last part of the interval corresponds to an “away” sector with opposite radial magnetic field and strahl directionality. Rather than being characterized by a sharp transition (e.g., case #2 in Table 1), the change from one sector to the other is interspersed with regions of large density (panel (b)) and low magnetic field (panel (d)), and thus large $\beta$ values (panel (a)).

The key observation in Figure 3 is that the intervals of density and $\beta$ enhancement correspond systematically to magnetic field decreases and strahl dropouts. The strahl dropouts demonstrate that these regions are disconnected from the Sun (e.g. Gosling et al., 2005a), and therefore that they were produced by magnetic reconnection, likely at the tip of the helmet streamer. Additional and consistent observations are as follows: (1) the density is typically increased by nearly a factor of 2 within these regions, as compared to
the surroundings, consistent with these intervals being reconnection exhausts created from the mixing of the plasmas from both sides of the HCS, as first found in the solar wind by Gosling et al. (2005b); (2) the magnetic field decreases are consistent with conversion of magnetic energy by magnetic reconnection; (3) the velocity and magnetic field components are typically correlated upon entrance from the toward sector into the high density region (i.e., compare for instance $V_R$ in panel (c) with $B_R$ in panel (d) across the first dashed line at 03:00 UT on 28 October 2018), while they are anti-correlated upon exit into the away sector (as is the case for all partial exits at the other dashed lines, which correspond to back and forth motions across the boundary on the same side of the HPS), as expected also for a reconnection exhaust (e.g., Gosling et al. 2005b, Phan et al. 2020); (4) there is evidence for flux rope structures, in particular between about 04:00 and 06:00 UT on 28 October 2018, and around 10 UT as well (both marked in Figure 3, and highlighted with orange shading); and (5) when the density increases the radial velocity component generally enhances compared to the adjacent solar wind, although it is not always the case in particular in the vicinity of the flux-rope structures (as expected if formed between multiple X lines, as discussed in section 4).

The two flux rope-type structures have larger magnetic fields with significant rotations, slightly lower $\beta$, and show suprathermal electron properties that are different from the surrounding. Suprathermal electrons in the flux ropes have larger fluxes and more bidirectional character than the highest-$\beta$ intervals, which always show strong strahl dropouts. Electrons PA in the flux ropes also contrast with the stronger and unidirectional fluxes of the adjacent open magnetic fields in either the away or toward sectors. It should be noted that the interval in between the two flux ropes marked in Figure 3 has a smooth magnetic field and may also be associated to the crossing of a flux rope at some distance from its main axis (given the lack of rotation and total magnetic field enhancement). However, such a possibility is not the scope of the present paper. Finally, between 15:00 UT and 22:00 UT on 28 October 2018 there are several small intervals with strahl dropouts (disappearance of the strahl at 0°) but no significant density increases. This period is shaded green in Figure 3 and discussed in section 4.

We surveyed all TSB crossings during PSP's first orbit and analyzed their main characteristics in a similar way to the above case study. All events listed in Table 1 exhibit the following properties: the density and $\beta$ enhancements observed near the TSB, and that would be traditionally defined as the HPS, have properties consistent with that of a reconnection exhaust (and its by-products) and are mostly disconnected from the Sun through magnetic reconnection ("mostly" here relates to the fact that the flux ropes within the HPS can have different topologies, as discussed later).

4. Discussion

We identified HCS and HPS signatures in the vicinity of the TSB during PSP's first orbit. We surveyed TSBs to ensure that the density signatures are not related to other types of
structures (CME, stream interaction regions, etc.) but are really associated with the TSB
where HCS and HPS are expected, by definition (e.g., Winterhalter et al. 1994, Crooker et

Apart from event #8 (for which the data is rather complex), all intervals show (1)
density enhancements, generally just about twice that measured in the adjacent regions,
(2) correlation and anti-correlation between velocity and magnetic field at the boundaries
with the toward and away sectors, respectively (cf. previous section for details), and (3)
electron strahl dropouts (but see discussion on flux ropes). These facts demonstrate that
these high-density regions are magnetic reconnection exhausts mostly disconnected from
the Sun. During most intervals the HCS is not a simple current sheet (cf. Table 1). It rather
consists of a complex exhaust embedding a succession of high-$\beta$ regions and somewhat
lower-$\beta$ flux ropes that are proposed to be the by-products of sequential magnetic
reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer, similar to the model Sanchez-Diaz et al.
(2019). Szabo et al. (2020) also analyzed all TSBs and HCSs during PSP’s first orbit.
Although they mostly focused on the comparison with Wind data at 1 AU, suggesting that
small solar wind structures suffer from significant evolution during their propagation to
1 AU, their interpretation is also that the HCS is more complex than a single and sharp
current sheet.

Such observations were permitted thanks to PSP’s approach close to the Sun, which
allowed the observation of a mostly uncompressed and radial magnetic field topology.
Although it is also a function of the HCS tilt angle, in general this contrasts with the more
compressed Parker spiral at 1 AU that only allows spacecraft trajectory to cross the HCS
plane at large angles, and which generally precludes the spacecraft from residing for a
substantial amount of time in the vicinity of the HCS (cf. also Helios observations in
Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2019)).

We noted several intervals between 15:00 and 22:00 UT on 28 October 2018 (green-
shaded area in Figure 3) with strahl dropouts unrelated to density increases or magnetic
field decreases. Similar intervals are seen in other events as well. They are consistent with
the magnetic reconnection scenario. Indeed, if the high-density regions are the exhausts
from reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer, one expects the exhaust magnetic
field to thread through its boundaries, thus forming a thin layer just outside the exhaust
that would show a disconnected topology as well. This is akin to the magnetosheath
boundary layer formed by reconnection just outside the Earth’s magnetopause (e.g.,
Fuselier et al., 1995, Lavraud et al., 2006), and was previously observed in the solar wind
as well (Lavraud et al. 2009).

Figure 4, adapted from Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2019), summarizes some implications of
the present study. Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2017ab, 2019) proposed that density blobs and
flux ropes are released periodically from the tip of helmet streamers with a periodicity of
10-20 hours, in agreement with white-light observations of density blobs (e.g. Sheeley et
al. 2009, Rouillard et al. 2010a). They also showed the frequent observation of smaller
density and magnetic structures. Such smaller-scale structures are more compatible with
a periodicity on the order of 1-3 hours as found in the analysis of solar wind density fluctuations (e.g., Viall et al., 2010, Viall & Vourlidas, 2015, Kepko et al. 2016). In the present PSP observations, the duration of the flux ropes (from all events) ranges grossly from 1 to 4 h (a 2 h long structure at 300 km/s corresponds to a size of ~3 Rs). Such scale sizes are more comparable with the latter quasi-periodic structures (e.g., Kepko et al. 2016).

The present analysis suggests that the HPS is a high-density region whose nature is essentially a large reconnection exhaust mostly disconnected from the Sun (blue field lines in Figure 4). Together with past works, it also suggests that it is composed of a succession of high-β blobs (dark grey regions) and flux ropes, and that there exists a large spectrum in the size of the flux ropes that may be released through sequential magnetic reconnection above the helmet streamers (from tens of minutes to few tens of hours). Future statistical works with in situ observations, combined with modeling, are needed to determine what drives these different scales and periodicities, and their association to magnetic reconnection near the tip of the helmet streamer.

The flux ropes identified in all events show variable electron strahl properties. They often show the presence of residual fluxes which mark a different connectivity to the Sun. While the two flux ropes in Figure 3 show bidirectional strahl electrons, albeit with rather low fluxes, it is known from 1 AU observations that flux ropes near the HCS can show various connectivities to the Sun (e.g., Kilpua et al. 2009, Rouillard et al. 2011, Sanchez-Diaz et al. 2019). In Figure 4, the black field lines threading through the flux ropes are anchored on the Sun at only one end. This Figure was adapted from Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2019) and reflects the fact that flux ropes near the HCS at 1 AU often show unidirectional strahl electrons. Yet, as found in past studies at 1 AU (e.g., Sanchez-Diaz et al. 2019) and confirmed here by the rather bidirectional strahl electrons in the flux ropes of Figure 3, the magnetic field within the flux ropes may also be anchored on the Sun at both ends. This possibility is depicted with a red dashed line in Figure 4. There might be in principle four different topologies possible within the flux ropes as a function of the length and properties of the X lines formed: fully disconnected (strahl dropout), anchored at the Sun at both ends (bidirectional strahl), anchored at the Sun at only one end in either hemisphere (either parallel or anti-parallel strahl). An analogy is here drawn with studies of flux ropes at the Earth’s magnetopause (Pu et al. 2013), but further studies remain to be performed to determine whether this analogy is plausible at the Sun. We note that recent global simulations by Higginson & Lynch (2018) have been able to reproduce complex topologies for flux ropes created at the tip of the helmet streamer.

Szabo et al. (2020) recently noted that high density regions are less prominent and frequent in PSP observations compared to 1 AU (using Wind data for the same period). On the other hand, Crooker et al. (2004) found that the high-β plasma sheet is shorter than the high-density plasma sheet at 1 AU. We propose that the high-β plasma sheet is the main plasma sheet, as observed here, and resulting from magnetic reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer. As plasma evolves during propagation in a Parker Spiral configuration additional compression near the HCS will lead to a broader high-density
region around the original HPS. Magnetic reconnection produces a high-\(\beta\) exhaust because it increases density and temperature but decreases magnetic field at the same time. By contrast, adiabatic compression, which may occur around the HPS during propagation, increases both thermal plasma and magnetic pressures. In the end, this process may produce a broad high-density region around the thinner high-\(\beta\) HPS initially created by magnetic reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer.

Our scenario has similarities with that described by Wang et al. (1998, 2000) (cf. also Crooker et al. 1993, 1996), who proposed that the entire HPS consists of discontinuous plasma parcels. Yet, the present observations suggest the full disconnection of most of the HPS, through magnetic reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer, rather than the transient release of material from closed magnetic loops through interchange reconnection with the adjacent open magnetic fields (Wang et al. 1998, 2000, Crooker et al. 2004). The reason is that interchange reconnection implies the magnetic field lines remain attached to the Sun at one end, and thus contain an electron strahl population (rather than a dropout). While this is not what the present observations suggest, it does not preclude the occurrence of interchange reconnection in other contexts or at other times. It also does not preclude interchange reconnection to form structures in the nearby slow solar wind, such as the famous jets and switchbacks reported with PSP (Kasper et al. 2019, Bale et al. 2019), or even most of the background slow solar wind (e.g., Fisk et al. 1999, Fisk & Schwadron 2001). It also does not preclude interchange reconnection to be related to the observation of strahl electrons in the flux ropes, as suggested by the flux rope topology in the simulations by Higginson & Lynch (2018).

Finally, we wish to note that the notion of plasma sheet for the heliosphere and Earth’s magnetosphere display both similarities and differences. The main analogy is that both plasma sheets are in gross equilibrium at large scales, with a higher-\(\beta\) plasma sheet surrounded by stronger magnetic fields in the lobes/open field regions. In both cases magnetic reconnection may occur in a transient fashion at the tip of the closed field region, leading to the sequential release of flux ropes. The main difference between the two plasma sheets, on the other hand, is that the plasma sheet at Earth is primarily formed by the loading of plasma from the solar wind either from the flanks or through the lobes via the Dungey cycle (Dungey, 1961). By contrast, there is no such filling mechanism in the case of the Sun and thus there is no pre-existing plasma sheet. The way to form a plasma sheet in this context is through the mechanism depicted here.

5. Conclusions

Based on a survey of eight TSB intervals during PSP’s first orbit, we found that the HCS was typically not a single and sharp current sheet but was instead a broad region composed of a complex succession of high-\(\beta\) blobs and flux ropes, consistent with the periodic release of flux ropes through sequential magnetic reconnection at the tip of the
helmet streamer. Based on this and past works, this process is likely capable of producing
a large spectrum of flux ropes sizes, from tens of minutes to few tens of hours.

The present observations also demonstrate that during PSP’s first orbit the HPS,
identified as a high density and high-β region in the vicinity of the TSB and HCS, is solely
defined as the exhaust region produced by magnetic reconnection, likely at the tip of the
helmet streamer. There is simply no other structure during this orbit that may be defined
as the HPS.

There is no doubt that the next PSP orbits, combined with Solar Orbiter observations
and modeling, will help determine whether these findings are always valid, and whether
there exist other types of HCS structures or other origins to the HPS.
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Table 1. List of the eight true sector boundary intervals during orbit 1, with associated properties as observed from particle and magnetic field data. The intervals given merely correspond to those studied and that encompass the relevant density enhancements nearby the TSB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>TSB interval studied</th>
<th>N increases</th>
<th>Strahl dropout</th>
<th>Correlated V-B changes*</th>
<th>Flux ropes</th>
<th>N increase and dropout consistent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2018-10-09 12:00</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018-10-11 00:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2018-10-18 00:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Insufficient resolution, but magnetic bifurcation possibly indicative of reconnection at main current sheet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2018-10-20 00:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Complex HCS with TSB. Weak density signature and possible strahl dropout.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2018-10-27 20:00</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2018-10-29 07:00</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018-10-30 07:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2018-11-13 03:00</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018-11-14 18:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2018-11-23 10:00</td>
<td>Several</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Maybe</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018-11-24 04:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2018-12-05 06:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Complex HCS with TSB and insufficient resolution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018-12-06 12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* There is a correlation or anti-correlation at most observed boundaries. In a few cases more complex velocity trends are seen, generally in association with flux rope-type structures.
Figure 1. Carrington maps showing global modeling results of the solar corona and solar wind using the modeling performed by Réville et al. (2020). Panel (a) shows the radial magnetic field component at 5 R$_S$ (in Gauss) together with the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS) as a thick black line. The PSP orbit magnetic mapping to 5 R$_S$ is also shown as large colored points, on the basis of the global modelling results, as well as with a thin black line using a simple Parker spiral for comparison. Panel (b) displays the synthetic UV emission at 193 Å from the corona (Digital Number units; cf. Boerner et al. (2012)), together with the magnetic mapping of PSP orbit to the photosphere within the global model. The orbit in both panels is colored according to the date during the orbit, as given in the color bar at the bottom.
Figure 2. Parker Solar Probe observations from 27 October 2018 to 18 November 2018, corresponding to the closest approach to the Sun during orbit 1. Panel (a) shows the magnetic field vector and its magnitude. Panel (b) shows the ion density and panel (c) the ion radial velocity component. Finally, panel (d) shows the 315 eV suprathermal electron pitch angle (PA) distributions in normalized unit; it shows the ratio of a given PA bin phase space density (PSD) to the PSD at 90° PA for each sample (this unit is used given the very large dynamic range of PSDs during the encounter, with color-coding according to the palette on the right-hand side). The three vertical dashed lines mark the three sector boundaries observed during that interval. There are density enhancements associated with them, as analyzed in the text. The black arrows highlight the two main CMEs of orbit 1, with their associated density increase. A small red arrow highlights another density increase, which is a partial crossing of the HCS and is thus not listed in Table 1.
Figure 3. Parker Solar Probe observations from 22:00 UT on 27 October 2018 to 07:00 UT on 29 October 2020. Panels (a) through (f) show, respectively, the ion plasma β, density, \( V_R \), \(|B|\) and \( B_R \), \( V_T \) and \( V_N \), and then \( B_T \) and \( B_N \). In panel (d) we highlight two possible flux rope structures using black arrows and orange shading. Panel (g) shows 315 eV suprathermal electron pitch angle distributions, this time in actual PSD to best highlight strahl dropouts (color-coding is according to the palette on the right-hand side). We highlight 4 HPS intervals with blue shadowing, as well as what we call a boundary layer interval using green shadowing (see section 4 for details). Note that a few spurious (wrong) data points appear mainly in the density (panel (b)) and \( V_T \) component (panel (e)), in particular during the first and last HPS intervals highlighted.
Figure 4. Sketch of magnetic reconnection as the origin of blobs in (a) a plane containing the neutral line and (b) a plane perpendicular to the neutral line. The gray areas indicate the location of the highest $\beta$ regions (or blobs in Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2019)). The black lines represent the magnetic field lines around the HCS. The dashed black lines represent the magnetic field lines structure in the vicinity of the flux ropes. While the black magnetic field lines that thread through all the flux ropes are here constructed such that they have only one end attached to the Sun, the red dashed line is meant to highlight that there can exist other configurations such that both ends may be connected to the Sun. Finally, the blue lines in panels (a) and (b) show the magnetic field lines from the high-$\beta$ blobs, which surround the flux ropes, and that are typically disconnected from the Sun. The orange arrows in panel (b) show the inflows of magnetic reconnection at the X-lines formed by sequential magnetic reconnection at the tip of the helmet streamer. The small blue arrows in panel (b) show the exhaust velocities away from each X-line. The figure is adapted from Sanchez-Diaz et al. (2019).